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our basic problem is that choices are correlated
I

I

the correlation in individual choices occurs through the
idiosyncratic term εij : in the previous models, these shocks
were assumed to be i.i.d
I

I

if a consumer chooses product j, it means that she values the
characteristics of product j, therefore, when pj increases, she
will tend to choose a product with similar characteristics

why not assume that they are correlated across products and
estimate the variance-covariance matrix of εij ?

the problem is that this approach simply reintroduces the
2
dimensionality problem: have J2 parameters to estimate
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I

an alternative approach is to impose structure on the form of
correlation in idiosyncratic shocks: the idea is to specify the
correlation as a linear function of the product characteristics

I

consumer i’s utility for product j
uij = xj βi − αpj + ξj + ij
where βik = βk + σk ςik , k = 1, ..., K

I

thus,
uij = xj β − αpj + ξj + νij
where νij =
I

PK

k=1 xjk σk ςik

+ ij

ij is i.i.d. Type I extreme value, ςik is standard normal
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Comments
I

the idiosyncratic shock νij =
across products
I

I

PK

k=1 xjk σk ςik

+ ij is correlated

if consumer i has a high realization of ςik for characteristic k,
then she values this characteristic in all J products
consequently, if pj increases, she will tend to switch to a
product that has a lot of xk
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I

the idiosyncratic shock νij =
across products
I

I

PK

k=1 xjk σk ςik

+ ij is correlated

if consumer i has a high realization of ςik for characteristic k,
then she values this characteristic in all J products
consequently, if pj increases, she will tend to switch to a
product that has a lot of xk

I

in modeling the correlation in this way, we have added K
parameters to the model, one for each characteristic

I

the variation that identifies σ = (σ1 , ..., σK ) are changes in
prices or products that generate substitution patterns that
differ from those predicted by the logit model
I

if the data-generating model is logit, then we will estimate σ
to be zero (i.e., the distributions of βi is degenerate at β)
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Estimation Algorithm
I

integrate over νij to obtain market shares


P
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this is K -dimension integral which cannot be computed easily
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I

equate actual to simulated market shares and invert the
system to obtain the mean utilities, or equivalently ξ (θ, s),
then interact ξ (θ, s) with instruments z and find the value of
θ that makes the sample moments as close to 0 as possible
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Remarks
I

the simulated market shares enter non-linearly in the moment
conditions so nice properties of simulation estimators are not
valid

I

IIA property continues to hold at the individual level: ratio of
choice probabilities does not depend upon number or utility of
the other alternatives

I

but, market shares no longer have the IIA property,
aggregating over the realizations of ς implies that ratio of
market shares depends upon the number and characteristics of
alternative products
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Data on Consumer Characteristics
I

in many cases, we can observe the distribution of consumer
characteristics
I

e.g., from census data, we can learn the income, education,
age, and family size of consumers living in a particular
geographical market
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I

in many cases, we can observe the distribution of consumer
characteristics
I

I

e.g., from census data, we can learn the income, education,
age, and family size of consumers living in a particular
geographical market

let zi denote the vector of observable consumer
characteristics, then our model of how consumer preferences
vary as a function of observed and unobserved individual
characteristics is that
νij =

K
X

xjk (πk zik + σk ςik ) + ij

k=1
I

the choice probabilities for consumer i are obtained by
integrating over the idiosyncratic shock  as above
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Estimation Algorithm
I

to obtain the market share of product j, we need to integrate
over
I

I

the unobserved characteristics ς which are distributed as
standard normal
the observed characteristics which are distributed in the
population according to some joint distribution G , this
distribution is obtained (parametrically or non-parametrically)
from census data
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Estimation Algorithm
I

to obtain the market share of product j, we need to integrate
over
I

I

I

the unobserved characteristics ς which are distributed as
standard normal
the observed characteristics which are distributed in the
population according to some joint distribution G , this
distribution is obtained (parametrically or non-parametrically)
from census data

estimation
I

I
I

draw vectors of consumer characteristics from these
distributions, determine individual choices
aggregate to obtain predicted market shares
solve demand system to obtain ξ (θ, s) and then interact with
instruments (x, w ) to do GMM
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Remarks
I

the demographic information reduces the reliance on
parametric assumptions about the distribution of consumer
heterogeneity
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Remarks
I

the demographic information reduces the reliance on
parametric assumptions about the distribution of consumer
heterogeneity

I

it also allows the model to incorporate differences in the
distribution of consumers across markets and their impact on
aggregate demand
I

I

I

for example, all empirical evidence suggests that the impact of
price on consumer demand depends on the consumer’s income
so if the distribution of income varies across geographical
market, then each market has a different price coefficient
the random coefficients model with demographic
characteristics captures this interaction
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Remarks (Cont.)

I

it provides an approximation to the demand surface that is
tailored to each market and does not impose one
approximation to all markets
I
I

better fit leads to more precise parameter estimates
provides a tool for making predictions of likely outcomes in
new markets or from policies that would affect the distribution
of consumer characteristics
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Pricing Equations

I

suppose there are N firms in the market, indexed by t
I

I

firms may produce more than one product, let Jt denote the
number of products by firm t
firms choose prices, let pt denote the price vector for firm t
and p−t the prices of its rivals
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I

suppose there are N firms in the market, indexed by t
I

I

I

firms may produce more than one product, let Jt denote the
number of products by firm t
firms choose prices, let pt denote the price vector for firm t
and p−t the prices of its rivals

each firm t choose pt to maximize
X
[pj − mcj ] Msj (x, p, ξ)
πt (pt , p−t ) =
j∈Jt
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FOC

I

first-order equations for product j is
sj (x, p, ξ) +

X
r ∈Jt

(pr − mcr ) M

∂sr
=0
∂pj
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FOC

I

first-order equations for product j is
sj (x, p, ξ) +

X

(pr − mcr ) M

r ∈Jt
I

∂sr
=0
∂pj

in matrix notation
s + (p − mc) ∆ = 0
where ∆ij is nonzero for the elements of a row that are
produced by the same firm as the row good (diagonal if each
firm produces only one good)
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Estimation Equation
I

to complete the model, we need to specify a functional form
for marginal cost
log (mcj ) = wj γ + ωj
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Estimation Equation
I

to complete the model, we need to specify a functional form
for marginal cost
log (mcj ) = wj γ + ωj

I

substituting back, we obtain the pricing equations

log p − ∆−1 s − w γ = ω (θ)

I

note that ∆ is the derivative of market demand so it depends
on the demand parameters
I

the pricing and demand equations can be estimated jointly
using simulated method of moment estimator
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Remarks

I

in practice, the inclusion of the pricing equations really helps
identify the demand parameters of the random coefficient
model
I

the demand model is often too flexible for the data: not
enough variation across products and markets relative to the
approximations
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Remarks

I

in practice, the inclusion of the pricing equations really helps
identify the demand parameters of the random coefficient
model
I

I

the demand model is often too flexible for the data: not
enough variation across products and markets relative to the
approximations

in some cases, the authors does not estimate product marginal
costs but back them out estimates from FOC directly
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Application: Bresnahan (1987)

I

in 1955, US auto production was 45% higher than in 1954
and 1956, quality adjusted prices were substantially lower

I

one year shift towards smaller, lower value cars

I

question: what is the explanation?
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Demand Side Shocks?

I

1955 was a year of mild expansion: income rose, interest rates
increase, as did sales of durables other than autos

I

expansion continued in 1956 and sales of non-auto durables
continued to increase, in contrast to autos
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Competition: Less or More?
I

accounting profits of automakers increased but this is
misleading due to the way fixed costs, which are large, are
treated
I

I

accounting practice spreads these costs out smoothly over
many years
high unit sales years, like 1955, tend to be “profitable” in the
accounting sense but not in the economic, price-cost margins
sense
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I

accounting practice spreads these costs out smoothly over
many years
high unit sales years, like 1955, tend to be “profitable” in the
accounting sense but not in the economic, price-cost margins
sense

I

Bresnahan’s Hypothesis: automakers had a price war in 1955,
colluded in 1954 and 1956

I

to test this hypothesis, we need to estimate markups
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N products are ordered in quality x
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if buy car of quality x, U (x, v , y ) = vx + y − p
otherwise, U (x, v , y ) = v γ + y − E (should normalize γ to
zero)
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I

N products are ordered in quality x

I

utility function
I
I

I

if buy car of quality x, U (x, v , y ) = vx + y − p
otherwise, U (x, v , y ) = v γ + y − E (should normalize γ to
zero)

v is distributed uniformly with density δ on [0, Vmax ]
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Demand Model (Cont.)
I

ordering the products from lowest to highest, the model yields
the following demands


P2 − P1 P1 − E
−
q1 = δ
x2 − x1
x1 − γ


Pj − Pi
Pi − Ph
qi = δ
−
xj − xi
xi − xh


Pn − Pn−1
qn = δ vmax −
xn − xn−1
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I

ordering the products from lowest to highest, the model yields
the following demands


P2 − P1 P1 − E
−
q1 = δ
x2 − x1
x1 − γ


Pj − Pi
Pi − Ph
qi = δ
−
xj − xi
xi − xh


Pn − Pn−1
qn = δ vmax −
xn − xn−1

I

product quality depends upon the physical characteristics of
the cars
s
X
zk βk
x = β0 +
k
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Supply Side

I

fixed costs are increasing in quality, product qualities are fixed
prior to the pricing stage and fixed costs are sunk
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Supply Side

I

fixed costs are increasing in quality, product qualities are fixed
prior to the pricing stage and fixed costs are sunk

I

marginal costs are increasing and convex in quality
C (q, x) = A (x) + mc (x) q
where mc (x) = µe x
I

firms choose product prices
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FOC
I

in the vertically differentiated product space, firms only
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FOC
I

in the vertically differentiated product space, firms only
compete against their neighbors

I

if firms producing products i and i + 1 compete, then the first
order conditions are
qi + [Pi − mc (xi )]

I

∂qi
=0
∂Pi

if the firms collude, then the first order conditions are
qi + [Pi − mc (xi )]

∂qi
∂qi+1
+ [Pi+1 − mc (xi+1 )]
=0
∂Pi
∂Pi
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Equilibrium and Intuition
I

solve the system of demand and pricing equations to obtain
the reduced form
p =p ∗ (x, H, γ, Vmax , δ, µ)
q =q ∗ (x, H, γ, Vmax , δ, µ)
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Equilibrium and Intuition
I

solve the system of demand and pricing equations to obtain
the reduced form
p =p ∗ (x, H, γ, Vmax , δ, µ)
q =q ∗ (x, H, γ, Vmax , δ, µ)

I

intuition of the model
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Intuition

I
I

if products are close and firms compete, then prices are close
to marginal cost
if products are close and firms collude, then prices are above
marginal cost
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Econometrics
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physical characteristics z
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Econometrics

I

each product is assigned a quality depending upon β and
physical characteristics z

I

products are ordered in terms of quality, from highest to lowest

I

given product qualities and rankings, solve for the predicted
values of prices and quantities

I

plug the predicted values (as a function the parameters) into
the likelihood function
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Data

I

here we need to aggregate sales of models with the same
observable characteristics into a single product category
I
I

number of models: 80 − 85; number of products: 140 − 150
model characteristics: weight, length, horsepower, engine type
and a body-type dummy
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Data
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here we need to aggregate sales of models with the same
observable characteristics into a single product category
I
I

I

number of models: 80 − 85; number of products: 140 − 150
model characteristics: weight, length, horsepower, engine type
and a body-type dummy

price: list prices as of mid-April in the model year
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Empirical Results
I

hypothesis testing

1954
1955
1956

Collusion
not rejected
rejected
not rejected

Nash-Competition
rejected
not rejected
rejected
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Empirical Results
I

hypothesis testing

1954
1955
1956
I

Collusion
not rejected
rejected
not rejected

Nash-Competition
rejected
not rejected
rejected

striking results: estimates across the three years are very
similar
I

I

1954 and 1956 results come from the Collusion specification,
the 1955 estimates from the Nash-competition specification
the distinct features of the 1955 model year are captured by a
change in behavioral assumption, not by changes in the
estimated parameters
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the conventional approach to studying market power was to
look for explicit indicators of market power, for example,
price-cost margins; problem with this approach is that
accounting data yields poor proxies for price-cost margins
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Remarks

I

the conventional approach to studying market power was to
look for explicit indicators of market power, for example,
price-cost margins; problem with this approach is that
accounting data yields poor proxies for price-cost margins

I

the Bresnahan approach specifies and estimates a structural
model of demand and supply, the supply equation includes a
term for the demand elasticity in the presence of market
power, estimating this term reveals exercise of market power
and how it may vary over the sample
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BLP (1995)

I

goal: provide a framework for obtaining estimates of demand
and cost parameters for a class of oligopolistic differentiated
good markets using only aggregate data on product shares
and prices
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BLP (1995)

I

goal: provide a framework for obtaining estimates of demand
and cost parameters for a class of oligopolistic differentiated
good markets using only aggregate data on product shares
and prices

I

extends the literature in two important ways
I

I

relax the strong functional form assumptions that restrict the
substitution pattern
accounts for the endogeneity of prices
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Data
I

product characteristics: number of cylinders, number of doors,
weight, engine displacement, horsepower, length, width,
wheelbase, EPA miles per gallon rating, and indicator
variables for whether the car has front wheel drive, automatic
transmission, power steering and air conditioning
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Data
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product characteristics: number of cylinders, number of doors,
weight, engine displacement, horsepower, length, width,
wheelbase, EPA miles per gallon rating, and indicator
variables for whether the car has front wheel drive, automatic
transmission, power steering and air conditioning

I

price is list retail price for the base model, measured in 1983
dollar, quantity is sales in the US

I

all models marketed during the 20 year period from 1971 to
1990, treating model/year as an observation, total sample size
is 2217, number of distinct models is 997

I

additional data: price of gasoline, number of HH in US, etc.
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Data Overview

I

number of products rises from 72 in 1974 to high of 150 in
1988, sales per model trend down
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Data Overview

I

list prices have risen almost 50 percent during the 1980s but
characteristics are also changing so not clear what is
happening to cost per car with fixed characteristics

I

HP/weight trended down and then up, mostly due to changes
in weight, fuel efficiency trends up

I

air conditioning is increasingly part of the base model

I

market share of domestics fall from 93% to 68%, mostly to
Japanese models
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OLS and IV Logit Results
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OLS and IV Logit Results
I

OLS estimates
I

I

I

I

most of the estimates have the right sign but not very precisely
estimated
price coefficient is implausibly small: 1494 of the 2217 models
have inelastic demands, which is not consistent with
profit-maximization
61 percent of the variance in mean utility is due to unobserved
product characteristics

IV results
I

I

I

all characteristics enter positively and significantly (except for
MP$)
price coefficient increases: products with higher unobserved
quality sell for higher prices
number of products with inelastic demands drops to 22
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Random Coefficient Model with Pricing Equations

I

the standard deviations of the random coefficients are quite
important
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Substitution Patterns
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Remarks

I

cross-price elasticities are large for cars with similar
characteristics

I

magnitudes of the impact of price increases of the higher price
cars are much smaller than they are for the lower-priced cars

I

patterns seem plausible: Lexus is closest substitute for BMW
735, Accord is the closest substitute for Taurus
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Markups
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Remarks and Conclusions
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remarks on the markup
I

I

average markup is $3,753 and average ratio of markup to retail
price is .239
patterns are plausible: markups are higher on higher-priced
models
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Remarks and Conclusions

I

remarks on the markup
I

I

I

average markup is $3,753 and average ratio of markup to retail
price is .239
patterns are plausible: markups are higher on higher-priced
models

conclusions
I
I

price endogeneity matters
allowing for more flexible utility specifications generates a more
realistic picture of demand and equilibrium
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